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THE RETURN OF TOM ZYCH DOGFIGHT
Former Aldermanic
IN DOGTOWN
Pres Takes City Job
BY MATTHEW MURPHY
A jolly-looking Thomas
Zych turned up at the 25th
Ward Christmas party earlier
this December. Decked in a St.
Louis Recreation Department
sweatshirt, Zych caught up
with old acquaintances. The
name
Zych
(pronounced
Two former aldermanic presidents. Tom Zych and Francis Slay. Photo by Tom Lampe
ZISH) will probably ring a bell
for some ACC readers, but they might be
his decision by becoming a United
more familiar with one of his former titles;
Methodist minister in 1989. He began servState Senator, Aldermanic President or
ing as a pastor for two small Bootheel conacquitted co-defendant. Zych was aldergregations and has served as minister for
manic president throughout the eighties,
several other congregations since, slowly
and his political career looking fairly secure
making his way north.
continued on p 5
until 1987. That year Zych was faced with
charges that he and several other
individuals defrauded the city
of
St.
Louis in
"His return
an attempt
is likely to
to obtain a
BY MATTHEW MURPHY
cable telebring back
• In the 1980 special election, Zych defeated veterv i s i o n
memories of
an African-American Alderman Eugene "Tink"
franchise
tumultuous
Bradley to become President of the Board of
in
1983.
Alderman. Bradley may have been hurt by the late
His
retimes."
Rep. Lacy Clay, Sr.’s attacks on black politicians
election
who he saw as too close to white politicians.
campaign was over before it
Bradley, who was popular with many white politibegan.
cians, was endorsed by ward organizations in the
The investigation led to the
South Side.
indictment of five others as well:
the late Committeeman Sorkis
• In 1983 Zych won re-election, defeating
Webbe, Sr., his son, Alderman
Alderman Mike Roberts (The protégé of Sen. Jet
Sorkis Webbe, Jr., businessman
Banks later built Roberts Broadcasting Co. with his
Eugene P. Slay (cousin of Mayor
brother Steven) by just over 1000 votes. Low
Francis G. Slay, though the disturnout on the North Side hurt Roberts. An
tance between them could be
endorsement by Clay was potentially countered by
measured
in
miles),
Roberts’ decision not to court some North Side
Committeeman Leroy Tyus, and
organizations.
lawyer James Cullen. All were
With the exception of these tough elections,
charged with mail fraud, though
Zych’s
rarely generated controversy. Yet his return
the indictments were vacated
to
St.
Louis
is likely to bring back memories of
following a ruling by the U.S.
tumultuous
political
fights, back-room deals, and
Supreme Court several weeks
even
an
all-out
war.
later in a separate case. That rulThe notorious 1980 car bombing that killed
ing stated that money or properJimmy
Michaels as he drove down I-55 was the
ty must be at stake to make a
beginning
of a vicious 2-year fight among organized
mail fraud conviction. The resicrime
interests
in the city. The war led to the condents’ right to good government
viction
of
numerous
organized crime figures. It also
is not enough.
set
the
ball
rolling
that
would eventually change
Following his brush with the
Zych’s
life.
A
1981
retaliatory
car-bombing nearly
criminal justice system, Zych
killed
Paul
Leisure.
The
investigation
into the carapparently decided that while
bombing
turned
up
evidence
that
eventually
serving his fellow man was still
spawned
the
investigation
into
the
cable
fraud case.
his true calling, he had chosen
Sources:
St.
Louis
Post-Dispatch,
Lana
Stein’s
St.
Louis
Politics.
the wrong career. He rectified

WATERHOUSE WINS
Bauer’s Negative Ads Fail to Resonate.
BY SARAH TRUCKEY
The four men standing outside Dewey School were
trying to hand out
pamphlets in support
Bauer’s
campaign
of their candidates.
tactics may very well
Two were for Bill
Waterhouse, one for
have contributed to
Sharon Barnes and
Waterhouse’s win.
the other for Tom
Bauer. They shared
tales of Jew-hating supporters, home-run craft stores and
arrest records, but none of them seemed offended by the
continued on p 5
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An evolving yard sign. Photo by Sarah Truckey

A NEIGHBORHOOD
ILLNESS CENTER
SPARKS CONTROVERSY
DIVIDED MENTAL
BY BRIAN WERNER
The Depression Bipolar Alliance’s (DBA) desire to
move the St. Louis Empowerment Center to the interior of
the Shaw neighborhood has set off a debate among residents.
The Empowerment Center, which provides social
activities and self-help groups to the mentally ill, operated from the basement of the Mental Health Association at
Grand and Shaw for eight years before moving to 2734
Gravois
last
J a n u a r y .
"What mother wants to
However,
a
buy a home near a homeconcern for the
less, mentally ill drop-in
safety of their
clients promptcenter?"
ed the organization to look for a new location.
The issue is whether the Center should be granted a
permit to operate from the basement of Tyler Place
continued on p 6
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THE INSIDE DIRT
TALENT FLIP-FLOPS ON FLOOD FUNDS
It seems that Hurricane Katrina may have awakened
Jim Talent to the dangers of flooding. Or maybe it’s
his impending re-election campaign. Last month’s
press release touted "Bond, Talent Announce Millions
for Protection of Rivers, Flood Control." What the
release didn’t mention was that this amounts to a policy change for Talent. A change which comes about
twelve years too late for St. Louis.
In 1993, Talent voted to cut disaster aid for
Hurricane Andrew victims while Missouri flooded. He
twice voted against flood disaster aid for Missouri––on
July 22, 1993, voting against a motion to consider a
$2.74 billion disaster aid bill prompted by the
Missouri floods that struck his district and much of the
Midwest that summer, [HR2667, CQ HOUSE VOTE
#355, 07/22/1993] and again on July 27, 1993, passing
[CQ HOUSE VOTE #368, HR2667, 07/27/1993].
Between 1993-98, he voted to cut funds for the
Economic Development Administration (EDA), a Flood
Aid Agency. From 1993 to 1995, the EDA spent more
than $217 million in various states in response to the
Midwest flood disaster. Yet on July 20, 1993, Talent
voted to cut EDA salaries and expenses by $26 million.
[HR2519, CQ HOUSE VOTE #340, 07/20/1993] And on
May 12, 1994, Talent voted to cut EDA funding by $10
million. [HR2442, CQ HOUSE VOTE #165, 05/12/1994]
Same story for 1995, 1996, 1997, 1998. He kept voting
to cut EDA funding.
On May 15, 1997, Talent voted for two amendments
to the FY 1997 Supplemental Appropriations Bill to
cut FEMA’s budget, despite his district and state’s high
propensity for flooding. Thankfully, the first amendment, which would have reduced the disaster agency’s
budget by $2.4 million, failed 100-324. The second
amendment which would have reduced the disaster
agency’s budget by $1.7 million, failed 115-305.
[HR1469, CQ HOUSE VOTE #132, 05/15/1997].

AMBER BOYKINS NABS 15th WARD ENDORSEMENT
The ward organization consists of about one person
right now––Greg Thomas––who appears to be following the lead of his employer Sheriff Murphy in
endorsing Boykins for the 4th senate district. The
more potent organization is affiliated with Alderman
Florida and is an "open ward organization," meaning
that it encourages membership, holds educational
forums and lets the members vote to determine who
gets the endorsement.
However, the endorsement could still help Boykins
if she can parlay it into other support and build the
case that she is more than a north side candidate. And
when put together with Jeff Smith’s recent winning of
the 23rd Ward endorsement and Fred Kratky’s
endorsement, it makes the Gambaro candidacy look
less viable.

COMBING THROUGH THE BOYKINS CF
• State Sen. candidate Amber Boykins' 8/18/2005
reception at Pasta House headquarters on the Hill had
14 sponsors and 40 participants, and yet had no
expenses, and raised no money, according to the
Fundraising Statement in her October campaign
finance filing. Elsewhere in the report, she shows
$18,045 in monetary contributions for the quarter,

ONE MORE SHOVEL

$150 in-kind each
from Kim Tucci
and Joe Fresta,
and $111 spent for
stamps. The inkind and stamps
perhaps were
related to the
fundraiser. But it's
hard to imagine
$300 covering
food, drink and
printing for an
event put on by
the Pasta House
Boys.
• $600 donors William Manser and Joseph Bergfeld are
identified as pipers. Does that mean they play the bagpipe? No, Manser and Bergfeld are actually officers for
Pittsburgh Pipe & Supply. Tucci and Luther Boykins
should know Bergfeld's occupation. The three of them
are officers for the nonprofit Caring & Sharing Program.
• The candidate, Billie Boykins, Luther, and Luther Jr.,
each gave $600 and were all listed at 4135 Shreve, a
four-family owned by Luther. Same address was used
by the candidate to report her $15,000 loan to the campaign. On the report cover page, though, the candidate's address is 4215 W. San Francisco, a single-family
owned by the candidate. $600 donor and husband
Shaun Simms, listed as retired at a P.O. Box.
• And there’s a mystery $100 contribution from "v. slay
for senate" at address "Atlanta ga." The Georgia SOS CF
database doesn't recognize that name for any reports
filed in 2005 or 2004 for any of the 13 senate districts
representing Atlanta, Fulton County, DeKalb County.
Nothing at FEC either.

BLUE BOOK BOOK REVIEW
The 2005-2006 Official Manual, State of Missouri, the
bible of government information in Missouri, is out and
it is a work of art. Gone is the hodgepodge of glossy
and gaudy covers of so many decades. SOS Robin
Carnahan has returned the cover of the Blue Book to as
close as you can get to its original 1881 deep blue (or
maybe it's indigo), rich texture, simple yet elegant,
strong look. It's not just a great reference book. It's a
collectible for its beauty, as opposed to the novelty
Pepto-Bismol Book, the Mauve Manual produced by
SOS Judy Moriarty, our only state elected official to be
impeached and removed from office. And who knows,
Carnahan's Blue Book might become an even bigger
office or home library prize should she reach much
higher office.
This year's Blue Book Photo Contest, "Foundations of
Missouri: Expressions of Architecture and the Building
Blocks of Missouri," has four winning photographers
from the St. Louis area. Congratulations to John
Langholz (3 photos), Jane Linden (2 photos), Erin
Cutrano, and Michelle Ochonicky. Eight of the 19 winning photos feature St. Louis sites: Missouri Botanical
Gardens (3 photos), Cathedral Basillica, Shaare Zedek
Synagogue, Soldiers' Memorial, Lafayette Park, Gateway
Arch with Old Cathedral. >

> Looks like Clark Kent, Runs like
Zimmerman:
Jake Zimmerman gets the St. Louis
Labor Council’s nod and a couple
of checks from Union Plumbers
and Pipefitters. But the early
endorsement is as much a testament to the super powers of Mike
O’Mara as Zimmerman.
> We hear’em; We pass’em along:
Leggett plans to put a surrogate in
line as he maulls running for reelection. Daly, meanwhile, will
show a fat December fundraising
quarter to demonstrate that he’s
serious about taking Leggett’s
Revenue real estate.
> Committeeman Miller?:
Well, we think it’s a good idea.
After running a superb campaign
for Bill Waterhouse, perhaps
Chuck Miller, a long time Dogtown
resident and one of the youngest
political veterans in town, would
be a fine choice. Of course, no
one’s asked us.
> For all the bluster, Parker’s not
running:
So far as we can tell Sherman
Parker’s much-leaked run against
Todd Akin doesn’t seem to be happening. There were rumors that
Danforth would back a Parker candidacy to bring a moderate (we’re
talking stem cell, here) to the 2nd
district. But with the primary
about seven months away, there’s
no Sherman Parker fundraising
committee to be found and nothing
in the way of organization.
> Helping the Slum Landlords?:
Property owners are permitted to
remove their names from online
name searches at the St. Louis
County Revenue Dept. Website. It's
not just about suppressing property
tax information. It means that if
you own property in the County,
you can prevent others from going
on-line to the County Dept. of
Revenue, typing in your name,
finding out what property you
own, verifying your mailing
address, etc. >
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BY ANNA FIMMEL

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
TGIJ. Not there yet, but we will be there soon,
and I can hardly wait to say, "Thank God It’s
January." December in St. Louis seems a blur.
Especially following politics, with every tribe
in every faction in every ward hosting its
own shindig.

GOOD LUCK IS SOMETHING YOU MAKE
Dear Editor:
I was dismayed by the previous Inside Dirt––And Over in the 93rd, which
omitted pertinent facts and put a negative spin on Genevieve Frank's chances
of winning the Special Election on February 7, 2006. Perhaps this is a matter of perspective and as suggested by Winston Churchill, "The pessimist sees
difficulty in every opportunity. The optimist sees the opportunity in every
difficulty."

Don’t get me wrong, it’s great fun. But there
are two weeks in the middle of the month
when the parties are stacked up, half a
dozen deep, and you spend as much of the
night sloshing through the snow from place
to place, only to see a lot of the same people.
Why didn’t we all just hunker
down in a bar somewhere, lock
the doors and not leave until we’d exhausted every rumor, tid-bit and detail?
That’s the great thing about December. When you get ten minutes with everybody, you end up with some fun bits and pieces. Here’s a sackful of nuggets.
• Ron Leggett. Where’s his inner circle? Not at the parties. The insiders are all
blind about his intentions and they’re furiously worrying about a large-scale
battle between Ronald and FX.
• The driveway in front of city hall has produced the most rumors and varia
tions of any physical improvement project since the Arch.
• Jefferson City Republicans say that if Chip Robertson really is thinking of
challenging Blunt in the primary it’s got to be pay-back to Jay Nixon who
appointed him to the tobacco settlement.
• There’s a fairly strong dose of venom aimed at Derio Gambaro from
Southsiders stemming from his support for the Home Rule legislation, his
support for police residency, and just general residue from campaigns past.
There’s much less of a southern base than I thought there was just a month
ago.
• Jake Wagman gets the most diverse reviews. From "spoon fed" to "their best
reporter."
• The buzz around who will replace Bill Waterhouse as 24th ward commit
teeman yields no shortage of names, including John Ginsburg, Chuck Miller
and Josh Wiese.
• Republicans are transfixed by the stem cell issue, some thinking it’s a
chance for the moderates to re-assert their place in the party, others fear that
the issue will rip them in half and deliver big wins to the Dems in 06.
• Sharon Tyus rumors are growing louder. More and more people think she’ll
be jumping in the race in the 60th district.
• And finally, of all the whispers, the one you can definitely count on. The
Arch City Chronicle is looking at expansion in 2006.

Maybe the pessimists who perceived a "lack of connections" that Genevieve
Frank had made were not aware that she had to leave her job in good standing with Legal Services of Eastern Missouri in order to run. That meant that
she could not begin actively campaigning until November 30. She hit the
ground running, filed, completed the necessary interviews and began
fundraising. Most importantly, she's making the most vital connection and
that is with the voters in the 93rd through strong canvassing.
"Some familiar with that district are less optimistic that Democrats can repeat
their successes in the 94th." I wish these folks who insist that a Democrat
probably can't win in the 93rd would roll up their sleeves and come give
Genevieve and her campaign manager, Paul Scoville, a hand
(www.genfrank.com). Canvassers are the wind beneath a candidate's
wings––or lack thereof. If Democrats really want to win, they have to actively talk with voters on their doorsteps, identify supporters and get them to the
polls. It's that simple.
A classic example was Jeff Smith's 2004, 3rd Congressional race. He was an
unknown underdog who nearly succeeded in winning because of his campaign's strong voter contact and volunteer support. Win or lose, continuously identifying and engaging supporters will pave the path to successful elections.
Pessimism certainly won't win this election, but some elbow grease just
might. I see another opportunity to win.
My thoughts,
Jeanne Kirkton

See you in there,

DEpARtMENT Of CORrECTIONS
OR PHONE CALLS TO THE EDITOR
Dave Drebes
Have any thoughts about what Dave had to say? Please send your comments or questions to dave@archcitychronicle.com

Jamilah Nasheed did not support Quincy Troupe in his bid for alderman
of Ward 1. (Thank you Troupe for your phone call!)
St. Louis is not the 4th most segregated city. It is the 4th most segregated
region. (Thank you Callow for your phone call!)
Cardinal Ritter Senior Services runs Alexian Court, not Cardinal Ritter
Institute. (Thank you Sister Wesley for your phone call!) Our reporter
spoke to Wesley, but her comments were omitted from the last paragraph
due to an editing error. She recited the work being done to deal with
security issues––working with alderman, police, new technology and
security guards.

Alderman

Steven J. Conway
Supports the Arch City Chronicle
314.773.4329 home 314.622.3287 city hall
Paid for by Conway for Alderman Diane Hadler, Treasurer
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GETTING IT RIGHT
WITH ED MARTIN
FIGHT THE CLAP:
SELL LAMBERT FIELD
City Should Exit the Airport Business
BY ED MARTIN
"First in booze, first in shoes,
and last in the American league."
So our River City was described in
the middle of the last century.
Nowadays, according to recent
reports of the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention, St. Louis
might be characterized as "first in
gonorrhea, second in chlamydia,
and fifth in syphilis." That’s right,
where we were once first in
beer/spirits and shoe production,
we are now in the top five in most
of the sexual communicable diseases. But there may
be a solution for this problem, one that would
require the City to swallow
some pride, sell Lambert
Field and get out of the airport business.
What am I talking
about? Well, in the 1980’s
and early 1990’s many large businesses realized that they had
strayed from core businesses and
had grown too big and added too
many parts. (Recall if you can that
A-B once owned the Cardinals and
even made pretzels?) The same is
true with cities. Once upon a time
cities could add services, property
and employees, all the while bumping up the tax base. No more. And,
more and more they realize that
they too need to focus in on their
core business.
What is St. Louis City’s core
business? It can be broadly understood as protecting and promoting
basic health and welfare. Within
this "health and welfare," there are

It employs 550 full-time workers.
(This is part of a political reality:
550 jobs represent a lot of patronage
for the city government to give up.)
What makes us think that a lay
board of political appointees would
be effective at running this complex
business? In point of fact, it is not.
The airport expansion and subsequent condemnation of homes in
Bridgeton was a debacle. The airport’s ability to hold and recruit carriers is weak; its loss of American
Airlines "hub" status was a stunning
defeat. As a result airport travel

The point is that our city
government must stop
doing things outside of the
scope of its duty to its citizens.
through Lambert peaked in 2000 at
30.5 million passenger flights and
has been tracking downward ever
since – last year, it was only 13.4
million passenger flights. The taxi
commission and other vendor services are fraught with questionable
activities. Airport security seems
uneven (at best) and inconsistent.
Still we should not be surprised or
angry
with
our
Airport
Commissioners; they are in over
their heads.
Now consider that the airport
might well fetch close to half a billion dollars on the open market.
Airports in Europe and Oceania
have been sold straight away to private companies, though it is more
likely that American cities
would grant extended leases (99 years usually) to private groups. Alternatively,
some cities have signed
full-service management
agreements that turn over
day-to-day control to private groups but allow the cities to
maintain ownership. It is true that
these agreements can be very difficult to structure and that there will
likely be problems with the Federal
Aviation Administration. But we
have a great ace in the hole, the
super-powerful senior senator from
Missouri, Kit Bond (one of the
greats of all time from the Show Me
state) who can pressure the FAA to
back off and allow a sale or a services contract.
All I am saying is give privatization a chance. Sell Lambert and
take the money (hundreds of millions of dollars) and plough it into
the things we really need. To be
known as a leader in gonorrhea
(a.k.a. "the clap") is not fair to our
great city and bad P.R. We should
change the dynamic, get back to
basics, and sell Lambert. >
Ed Martin, the Republican
Chairman of the St. Louis City
Board of Elections, is a lawyer in
general practice in south City who
collects nativity scenes and counts
his Yak hair nativity scene as his
favorite. He can be reached at
ed@aul.org.

We should not be surprised
or angry with our Airport
Commissioners; they are in
over their heads.
four categories: 1) fighting crime,
fires and the like; 2) protecting
basic health of the citizens (including slowing the spread of communicable diseases, assisting the mentally ill, and feeding the starving or
indigent); 3) educating our children
(both public and private schools
fulfill this); and, 4) maintaining
basic infrastructure – roads, sewers,
etc.
City government must stop
doing things outside of the scope of
its duty to its citizens. It should not
be involved in stadiums, in
tourism, in the arts. Businesses and
philanthropy should fund all of
those. And, useful though it is, our
city has no business in running
Lambert.
Lambert International Airport is
a corporation run by the Airport
Commission, created nearly 40
years ago by the Board of Alderman.
The Commission is controlled by
the City through its appointed
membership with the counties of
St. Louis, St. Charles, and St. Clair
granted minority representation. It
supervises the two airport terminals
as well as the surrounding 2000
acres and the related physical plant.
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SHOP
AROUND
Flea Markets Cure the Bargin Itch
BY KRISTEN ASSEFF

both Lincoln’s and Grant’s faces,
and slot machines, you will at least
Come
November
and
get ideas, if not a great present out
December, most people start lookof it.
ing to the Best Buys, the Barnes
Leo Schweppenstede, of St.
and Nobles, and the Banana
Louis, has worked his booth at
Republics to come to their gift-givPevely with his wife, Betty, for the
ing rescue. Crowds, long queues,
past couple of years, and is enthusiand backed-up Internet connecastic about the potential of variety
tions are now accepted as part and
found in flea markets. "The good
parcel of holiday shopping…but
thing about flea markets is you
flea markets provide an alternative
never know what you’re going to
to the ho-hum that just might fit
find,"
he
the bill.
says. "You
Flea markets may conjure up
can
find
certain images, say thirty-year old
a l m o s t
hammocks with the nostalgic scent
anything
of DDT; but given a chance, the
here."
variety and unpredictability may
Sheri
be the cure for any shopping ruts
Meadows,
or holiday blues. If you’re searchat
South
ing for those unique gifts that
County Antique Mall, agrees. "I
haven’t been mass-produced in
work 40 hours a week, but every
fifty years, or one-of-a-kind gems,
day I come in, I see something difyou may find yourself spending
ferent," she says. She also mentions
your Saturday at Pevely Flea
that the variety is an advantage over
Market, off 55 South, or South
County Antique
Mall, off Tesson
Ferry Road in
Sappington. If
you’re looking
for more of the
bazaar experience, you can
venture out to
Frison
Flea
Market, on St.
Charles
Rock
Shelf lined with random treasures. photo by Tiffany Ellis
Road, east of
170.
retail, and that the tangible accessiWhen shopping at flea and
bility of the aged items is more
antique markets, it is important to
appealing to those who prefer their
know your gift recipient: they may
purchases in person, rather than on
harbor a clandestine love for David
a computer screen.
Hasslehoff, but Knight Rider fridge
"People like to come in and
magnets found at Pevely would
touch stuff," she says. Certainly
cause gut-busting ridicule. While
they can do that here, although not
browsing, you won’t lack for intereverything is out in the open.
esting things to see. Between old
Certain items, such as hand-painted
iron Dutch ovens and beer steins,
dolls, colored glass dishes, and
to 1899 paper dollars, issued with

occasions

on the town

even glittering
rock
stones, such
as a ruby
variety from
India and
aragonite
f r o m
Morocco,
are
kept
inside numbered glass
cases.
And, of
c o u r s e ,
there is a
plethora of
Christmas
Bob Ruppert with his baked goodies. photo by Tiffany Ellis
items, ranging from figurines to silly shirts,
20 years and bakes his own cookies
from classy mugs and dish sets to a
and pies, selling them alongside the
c l a s s i c
packaged socks and movies he buys
favorite: the
from wholesale dealers and trade
ceramic tree
shows. He spoke of his deceased
with colored
wife and of her belongings still in
light bulbs.
their home with such a poignant
The
prices
combination of affection and sadvary as much
ness that my friend had to walk
as the selecaway to wipe her tears.
tion,
and
Eating Bob’s peanut butterwhile bargaining didn’t seem to be
chocolate chip cookies in the car, I
common, you may be able to negotirealized, as someone who prefers
ate. For those at a complete loss, the
her presents new and modern,
Antique Mall offers gift certificates
where some of the appeal of flea
as a safe
market
lies:
option.
Not necessarily
B u t
in the age of
whatever
1950s
Santa
you
may
figurines and
e x p e c t
nativity sets,
from flea or
but also from
antique
those people
markets,
who
enjoy
you
may
bringing them
come away
to the public.
with more
Great stories
than a good
can’t be bought
purchase
online. >
Slot machines are always an interesting find. photo by Tiffany Ellis
or present
ideas. Talking
with the dealers who enjoy what
Pevely Flea Market:
they do––working their booths
8773 Commercial Blvd., Pevely, MO
every weekend ––may bring you a
63070;
new perspective, especially if flea
South County Antique Mall:
markets typically do not see your
13208 Tesson Ferry Rd.,
shadow. The last thing I expected to
Sappington, MO 63128;
leave Pevely with was the impresFrison Flea Market:
sion of a conversation with one of
7025 St. Charles Rock Rd., St.
its dealers, Bob Ruppert. Bob has
Louis, MO
dealt in various locations for over

Flea Markets may conjure up
certain images, say thirtyyear old hammocks with the
nostalgic scent of DDT.

updates blogs

www.archcitychronicle.com

links photos
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WANZAA
CONTROVERSY
Looking for the African Roots of the African-American Holiday

BY TIFFANY ELLIS

Collective Work and Responsibility
(Ujima), Cooperative Economics
Some argue that Kwanzaa, a
(Ujamaa), Purpose (Nia), Creativity
seven-day African-American holi(Kuumba) and Faith (Imani).
day that was created in the 1960s to
Here is the controversy:
help connect black Americans to
Journalist
Tony Snow wrote
their African roots, has no basis in
in
a
1999
article
that because
African culture. For a holiday
Kwanzaa
was
created
and
designed to unite, it is quite contronamed
after
the
traditions
versial.
and language of Swahili, an
According to the official
East African country, and
Kwanzaa website, Kwanzaa was
most American slaves were
designed to unite and to strengthen
brought over from West
African communities. The word
African, it has no relevance to black
"kwanza" comes from the Swahili
Americans. The issue has sparked
phrase "matunda ya kwanza" which
a debate within the African commeans "first fruits." Though many
munity.
believe that
"I’m sorry
Kwanzaa is a
If
slavery
had
not
occurred,
to
say,
but I
traditional
think
this
is a
a great portion of the popuAfrican holivery
idealisday that was
lation would be speaking a tic holiday
adopted by
not
different language, living on with
b l a c k
much
real
Americans,
different land.
history," said
it was actualG r a e m e
ly created in
Dewe,
a
web
developer
from South
1966 by Ron N. Everett, who now
Africa.
"There
are
thousands
of
goes by Maulana Karenga. Karenga
tribes
in
Africa
and
this
holiday
established himself as a leader of
just seems to take bits and bobs and
black power movement in the mid
make a mix-mash of contradictory
1960s, describing himself as a "culhistorical events. The rest of the
tural nationalist." He then formed
world seems to imagine Africa as
the United Slaves Organization and
one country, one tribe, when the
formulated the theory of Kawaida, a
fact is it is as fragmented as Europe
Swahili term for tradition and reaor Asia."
son, which spawned the Nguzo
"I don’t celebrate Kwanzaa, but
Saba, or the Seven Principles of
based
on the description and based
Blackness; the basis from which
upon
what
I have read, it does seem
Kwanzaa was founded.
to
homogenize
African culture,"
The holiday is modeled after the
one
student
said.
"After all, the
first fruits celebrations in ancient
continent
is
wide
and vast with
Africa and is celebrated from
many
different
belief
systems and
December 26 to January 1, by daily
hundreds
of
languages.
How can
candle lighting and gift giving. Each
one
possibly
boil
it
down
to seven
day represents one of the Seven
principles
in
one
language?
On the
Principles of Blackness. These prinother
hand,
the
African
Diaspora
is
ciples are Unity (Umoja), Selfalso
very
diverse
and
any
holiday
Determination
(Kujichaguilia),

celebrating it needs to be inclusive
descent somehow ‘ripping off’
and innovative."
African culture," she said.
"It also seems odd to me that
The validity of the holiday was
those who were, for the most part,
recently challenged on the Fox
descended
from
slaves
News show "Hannity & Colmes" that
should have chosen a lanaired December 6. "We want the
guage that was spread and
public to know that Kwanzaa was
popularized by slave traders
designed to further separate blacks
to describe their festival,"
from identifying with America," a
added Methodius Hayes, an
transcript from the show read. An
Orthodox deacon, missioloarticle
on
gist, freelance editor, writer
www.nathanielturner.com criticizand researcher from South
ing Karenga said, "Kwanzaa has
Africa.
been successfully marketed and is
Tyne, also from South Africa,
now heralded as a great African trahas a less diplomatic opinion. "I
dition. The silver lining is that
think the holiday is stupid," he
rather
than
"de-whitinizing"
said. "You don’t see English people
Christmas as Al Sharpton purported
celebrating St. George’s Day when
– it has polarized the holiday seathey have lived in South Africa
son – Hanukkah for Jews, Kwanzaa
their
whole
lives.
African
for blacks, and Christmas for
Americans should have their own
whites."
traditions rather than making up
Perhaps more important to
ones just so that they can feel like
appreciating the holiday is placing
they are from
it within a
the
mother
I think the holiday is stu- larger perland."
spective. "If
pid. You don’t see English slavery had
R a q u e l
Saraswati, a
people celebrating St. not occurred,
32-year-old
a great porGeorge’s Day when they tion of the
property manager,
dishave lived in South Africa p o p u l a t i o n
a g r e e s .
would
be
their whole lives.
"There is a
speaking
a
huge differdifferent lanence between this holiday being
guage, living on different land, etc.
celebrated by people of African
I think there is nothing wrong with
descent or of the African Diaspora
trying to honor that heritage in a
who have had most connections to
way that makes sense to people of
their African roots literally stolen
the Diaspora within the context of
from them; and mainstream
where they have been raised," said
Americans who are not of African
Saraswati. >

w w w.stlsyndicate.com
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CHRISTMAS WITH A SIDE OF
Celebrations Honor Joseph and Mary
POSADAS
BY REBECCA S. RIVAS

fruit and spices. Sometimes, the
It’s something about all the
spread simply consists of biscochineighbors meeting together for nine
tos, a holiday cookie, and coffee,
straight nights to recreate a journey
and other times the food can seem
that they never took, but in many
endless. And it’s not uncommon for
ways, take everyday. That’s posada.
a few folks to keep singing
Posada literally translates into
Christmas songs through the
"lodging." In the Mexican tradition,
e v e n i n g .
a
community
"People someholds nine posada
times can stay
celebrations
to
for one or two
honor the trials
hours,
and
and tribulations
other times they
Joseph and Mary
stay all night,"
experienced dursaid
Sister
ing their journey
Roseanne
at
to
Bethlehem.
Holy
Trinity
Although
the
Catholic Church in St. Ann.
practice varies from town to town,
Sister Roseanne has been coordiin St. Louis, two Catholic parishes
nating the community’s posadas for
with large Mexican populations,
the past three years.
Holy Trinity and St. Cecilia, are folA week before Holy Trinity’s
lowing the traditional form. St.
first posada, the host families met in
Cecilia will have two posadas; Holy
a classroom to run through the
Trinity will have the novenas, or
prayers and songs. Everyone at the
nine days of prayer, from Dec. 16 to
table was Latino, but only a few
Dec. 24.
were from Mexico. The others were
Each night a different community member hosts the
posada at his or her
home. As the crowd
arrives, they break up
into two groups: the
innkeepers and the
peregrinos, or pilgrims. The bundledup pilgrims take their
places outside and
begin with the first
song of pleading for
shelter. The warm,
toasty innkeepers sing
back a verse that complains about being disturbed. After 8 verses
A group gathers to reenact the story of Mary and Joseph. Photo by Rebecca S. Rivas
back and forth, the
from Peru, Panama and El Salvador.
peregrinos are finally invited inside
They had never experienced a posafor one more verse, which is sung
da before, but were eager to underin unison. Then, after a few more
stand the custom that originated in
prayers, the party begins.
Spain 400 years ago.
In Mexico, the families typically
"What we read tonight touched
serve a spread of tamales and
me, and I can imagine how I will
posole, a roasted-corn soup, along
feel on the actual night. It is an
with ponche, a hot drink made with

We feel blessed that
we have a house and
feel stable, so we
wanted to share that
with new families.

opportunity to
show my children a new tradition of faith,"
said
Elena
R o m e r o Madrid
of
P a n a m a .
R o m e r o Madrid has the
first
posada
this
year,
which is dedicated to the
sheepherders.
The "pastores"
were the first to meet Joseph and
Mary, so the posada honors the poor
and workers of the world. The next
night is dedicated to Mary, mothers
and women. When Roman RiveraSandoval from Guanajuato opens
his home this night, it will be with a
nostalgic feeling of
Christmas
in
Mexico.
"When
you
come
to
the
United
States,
your life completely changes,"
said
RiveraSandoval. "It is
good to have these events to instill
these traditions in our children,
and so they may show their love
for mothers."
As a boy, the children in his
neighborhood would break a piñata in the streets, but he won’t be
including that this year. "The
weather is too cold. In Mexico, if it
is cold, you just put a light sweater
on. Not here." However, all the
children will receive a bag of fruit
and one of candy from the Three
Kings, who play a similar role as
Santa Claus in Mexico.
In essence, the role-playing act
of finding acceptance and lodging
becomes even more real for those
who have traveled a long way to the
United States. Susana Carrillo from

Preparring for posada. Photo by Rebecca S. Rivas

St. Cecilia hosted a posada two
years ago because, she said, it was
her turn. "It is the first thing you
want to do––have a posada. We feel
blessed that we have a house and
feel stable, so we wanted to share
that with new families. And when
t h e y
become stable,
then
they
will
have a posada."
This
year the St.
C e c i l i a
community
is in a time
of transition. With the closing of St.
Francis parish, the Latino population moved to St. Cecilia and organizing nine posadas was overwhelming, she said.
However, for the people far away
from their families, having at least
one posada is important because it
fills a void during Christmas. "When
you don’t have your family here, it
feels good to create a new family
with the church members,” Carrillo
said. “It feels good to prepare and
look forward to the day. It’s our tradition.” >
For more information about the
posadas, please call Holy Trinity
Catholic Church 314-426-8641 or St.
Cecilia Catholic Church at 314-3511318.

The bundled-up ‘pilgrims’ take their places
outside and begin with
the first song of pleading
for shelter.

State Representative

NORAH J. RYAN, Attorney at Law

Mike Daus

230 S. Bemiston, Suite 510 . St. Louis, Missouri 63105
Tel. (314) 727-7122 Fax (314) 727-6782
norah.ryan@att.net

supports the Arch City Chronicle
314-773-7785 (home) 866-729-8914 (Jefferson City)
Paid for Citizens to Elect Mike Daus, Mike Daus Treasurers

Twenty years experience representing businesses, individuals and non–profits in
civil and business litigation, including employment matters.

“You can never get all the facts from just one newspaper, and
unless you have all the facts, you cannot make proper judgements
about what is going on.” - Harry S. Truman

Aldermanic President Jim Shrewsbury
supports the Arch City Chronicle and its
unparalleled courage in covering meaningful issues.

The Arch City Chronicle would like to wish
all of our readers, friends and family
a very happy holiday season and prosperous new year.
We’ll see you in 2006!
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Nocturne
THE CURE FOR THE COMMON COUCH

YEMANJA BRASIL

Yemanja Brasil: 2900 Missouri Avenue, Saint Louis, Missouri 63118 (314) 771-7457
By Lucas Hudson
With the opening
of a spacious and
tastefully decorated
second floor, Yemanja
Brasil
has
transformed itself from a
great place to get
some
traditional
Brazilian food, with
an afterthought of a
dance floor, to a fullservice restaurant and
club. The new space
is a perfect balance of
lounge and dance
area.
The seating
tender and well-seasoned meat is
areas are comfortably spaced apart,
both mysterious and sublime to the
leaving plenty of room to venture to
American palate, and they have a
the bar, dance
full-service vegetarifloor or bath- With one of the most an menu that is
room
without
equally enticing.
the old inhale, expansive and colorful
This is one of the
raise arms and patios in the city, warm few places in St.
tiptoe routine;
summer nights will beg Louis that serves the
and there is
delicious rum-based
enough
space to be eaten, drank, and caipirinha, and it is
between the bar danced
the
away
at well-worth
and dance floor
trip—though we recto avoid the Yemanja Brasil.
ommend you ask for
happy-go-lucky
it made fresh with
bump always responsible for a
top-shelf liquor. From the trancedrink spilling over unsuspecting
inducing live Samba music to the
fingers.
warm decoration, Yemanja Brasil
Cultural diversity has always
has graduated from a restaurant to a
been St. Louis’ Achilles heel, and it
bonafide staple of St. Louis’
is a pleasant and enriching experinightlife with taste and subtle flair.
ence to enjoy the night with a rather
With one of the most expansive and
un-St. Louis crowd. The patrons
colorful patios in the city, warm
hail from varied destinations in
summer nights will beg to be eaten,
South America and the Caribbean,
drank, and danced away at Yemanja
and the food served at Yemanja is
Brasil. There is a five dollar cover
true to its Brazilian roots. Infusing
for those not wishing to dine, and
citrus and tropical fruit flavors into
Yemanja closes at 1:30 a.m. >

Come enjoy our Pasta Buffet
11:30 am-2:30 pm Monday-Friday
and stay for Jazz on Friday night
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overt slams to their co-workers,
friends or politicians. Over the
course of a 20-minute attempt to
sway 10 voters, they were ignored
all 10 times.
"Welcome to paradise!" Bauer
supporter Tim Walters exclaimed as
a decisive voter pushed past him.
Walters, a lawyer, was one of
the many volunteers crowding the
sidewalks outside one of the 24th
Ward’s six polling places. The problem with an election like this, he
said, is that people already have
their minds made up and won’t
hear a word of what the other parties have to say.
"No one’s going to come out on a
cold day unless they know what
they want to do, and with the
majority of them, you can tell who
they want to vote for," Walters said.
The results of Waterhouse’s win
were delivered promptly Tuesday
night, an hour after the polls
closed. And with a total of 926
votes out of 1,816, it was pretty
obvious that the ward wanted
Waterhouse, a union electrician
and Democratic committeeman, to
fill the empty aldermanic seat once
held by Bauer, who was recalled in
September of this year.
Sharon Barnes, the ward’s GOP
committeewoman, came in third
with 405 votes. Bauer finished second with 485 votes. Although disappointed,
Barnes
called
Waterhouse to congratulate him on
his win.
"This is just a practice run,"
shouted someone, after Barnes
delivered the results at her gathering. "None of us are finished yet!"

"We’re disappointed, but it was a
long shot—a worthwhile long shot,"
said Barnes supporter Paul Marshall
of Clifton Heights. "At least now our
neighbors will talk to us again
because we didn’t split the vote in
Bauer’s favor."
Chuck Miller, a member of the
Waterhouse campaign staff, finds
fretting over the possibility of splitting the vote irrelevant in many
cases.
"Voters are gonna do what
they’re gonna do," he said. "You
can’t worry about splitting the
vote—you just need to worry about
highlighting your guy."
Miller, who was once Gov. Bob
Holden’s Communications Director,
has seen many tactics used to win
(and lose) elections, but he sees
Waterhouse’s family name as a helping hand in coming out on top.
"I think it has a lot to do with six
generations of
his family living
in
Dogtown," he
said.
"The
Wa t e r h o u s e
family
is
respectable—
they’re a good
bunch of people."
At the recommendation of Judy
Roman of Roman Communications,
several mailers were sent out to
ward
residents,
portraying
Waterhouse as a "Real Democrat," a
family man committed to dealing
with issues of eminent domain and
neighborhood preservation.
"Robocalls," or automated messages that call programmed phone
numbers, went out to ward residents
who heard the voices of Francis

THE RETURN OF TOM ZYCH continued from p 1
That said, Zych’s Recreation
Department sweatshirt was more
than insulation against the St. Louis
winter. Calls to the Recreation
Division
of
the
St.
Louis
Department of Parks, Recreation
and Forestry confirmed that Zych
was indeed employed by the
department, but they were circumspect as to which division he was
working in. Messages left by the
ACC for Mr. Zych have not yet been

returned. One off-the-record source
explained that Zych’s return was
linked to his desire to secure a pension. He needs three more years of
employment, they said, to qualify.
The city’s political class seems
happy to have Zych home, but one
wonders how familiar the city
seems to Zych. In comparison to the
controversy sweeping through St.
Louis during Zych’s time (see sidebar), these recent years seem almost
staid in comparison. >

DOGFIGHT IN DOGTOWN continued from p 1

" [Bauer] was trying to
beat up other candidates in order to bring
their numbers down."

Circuit Attorney

Jennifer Joyce
is a proud supporter of the Arch City Chronicle
1114 Market Street, 4th Floor
Mel Carnahan Building Saint Louis, Missouri 63103 314-622-4941

“Conformity is the
jailer of freedom
and the enemy of
growth.”
- John F. Kennedy

Slay,
Jim
Shrewsbury,
J u d y
McNamara
a
n
d
Waterhouse
himself.
Signs were
posted
on
lawns, canvassing was
done
and
phone calls
from volunteers were
also placed.
Barnes
employed
most of these techniques as well,
but Bauer went about things a little
differently. Miller and Brian Wahby,
Chair of the St. Louis Democratic
Committee, say that Bauers’s campaign tactics may have very well
contributed to
Wa t e r h o u s e ’s
win.
These
included:
• Beginning
as
early
as
November,
Southwest City
Journal readers
noticed a full-page ad in support of
Tom Bauer and in opposition of Bill
Waterhouse. It accused Waterhouse
(appearing locked up behind bars)
of unpaid taxes and warrants for his
arrest.
• After it was settled that Bauer
could not publicize himself using
the word "Democrat" alongside his
donkey, permanent marker scribbles
over the word were found on every
lawn sign that read "Tom Bauer:
Independent Democrat."

15th Ward Alderwoman
Jennifer Florida

• In the final five days of the
campaigning process, a television
advertisement promoting Bauer
(and again, degrading Waterhouse)
appeared on cable television.
"Putting a commercial on TV
was inefficient—especially in such
a localized race like this. No matter
what Bauer did, he was not going to
raise his number of voters," said
Wahby. "He was trying to beat up
other candidates in order to bring
their numbers down. He simply
spent his money in the wrong
places."
Victorious Bill Waterhouse concurred.
"The thing that helped me the
most was Bauer. He focused on the
arrest record instead of on what the
issues were. I knew he wouldn’t
take the high road in this election."
The Arch City Chronicle
reached Tom Bauer at the number
supplied by his Suburban Journal ad
with the hopes for a rebuttal. Bauer
replied, "No comment." >

Did you know you could...

refinance for holiday cash
or buy a house?
INVEST IN YOUR FUTURE • Stop throwing money away on rent!
Programs Available for ALL BORROWERS * • Don't worry about credit!*
NO MONEY DOWN * • No Cash Needed *• 100% FINANCING Available*

NO OUT OF POCKET CLOSING COSTS! *
* All programs available for qualified buyers.

is proud to support
the Arch City Chronicle.
City Hall, Rm 230 • 1200 Market Street
Saint Louis, MO 63103 • 314.622.3287 phone

Kurt Engel
314-971-3410 cell

UNBLINKING ATTENTION
to our ASSIGNMENTS
Paristyle Building
1517 Washington
W
Ave. • St. Louis, MO 63103
314.421.6
421.6700 314.421.0353 f publiceye@msn.com

314-843-6104

Steve Skelton
cell 314-614-9284

Proudly serving Soulard and the surrounding areas.

Service of Exceptional Quality!

Regal Mortgage LLC
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Like most people, I’m off work
on December 26th this year. It’s a
national holiday—my favorite kind:
you get a full day’s pay and you
don’t even have to shave. However,
this being 21st Century America, no
one’s quite sure why I got so lucky.
Back in the day, I’d have
explained that when Christmas falls
on a Sunday, workers get the ensuing Monday off. Unfortunately,
many now find that simple and
lucid explanation offensive. In
some
quarters,
referring
to
December 25th as "Christmas" is a
form
of
cultural
imperiali
s
m
designed
to oppress
citizens of
n o n Christian faiths, atheists, witches,
agnostics, voodoo practitioners,
polytheists and frisbeesites (people
who believe that when you die,
your soul takes up residence on the
garage roof).
I find this hyper-sensitivity
somewhat puzzling. After all, my
daughter’s Jewish boyfriend annually accompanies her to town for the
holiday, and he seems to fit right
in—which figures as the major
faith-based activity at the family
Christmas party involves drinking
Aunt Patty’s special eggnog.
Do you really think that decorating a Canadian fir tree with lights
made in China constitutes the establishment of a state religion? In fact,
as most of the brightly wrapped
gifts beneath said tree were also
made in China, you could argue that
the
modern
observation
of
Christmas celebrates the fruits of
slave labor as much as it does the
birth of Christ.
To demonstrate the secular
nature of the
American
Yuletide, consider that several
borna g a i n
Christian mega-churches have actually cancelled Sunday services on
the 25th because it’s Christmas.
The interesting part about the
anti-Christmas movement is that the
backlash against it is as goofy as the
original controversy. Pundits at Fox
Cable News (new motto: "We report;
you decide—and if we don’t like
your decision, we’ll make fun of
you.") have uncovered a "War
against Christmas.” Hysterical talk
radio hosts have lent their voices to
the chorus and now there’s a fullblown
screw-you-have-a-MerryChristmas effort afoot to boycott
retailers whose advertising features
offensive phrases like "Happy
Holidays." Even the Bush White
House has come under fire for mailing contributors cards that extend
"Season’s Greetings." Honestly, it’s
becoming a challenge to be innocu-

ous in this country.
Psychologists will tell you that
people whose feelings are easily
offended often have an incomplete
sense of self. Locked forever in
emotional adolescence, they are
prone to join movements because
belonging gives them a sense of
identity. Conversely, they constantly scrutinize the behavior of others
for cues about their own self-worth
and are thus devastated by any
slight, however unintentional.
This, I
think,
explains
why both
the
far
left and
the
far
right in
America are equally convinced that
they’re oppressed. It also explains
why the inclusion crowd views a
Christmas Pageant as a re-enactment
of the Spanish Inquisition, while
social conservatives are checking
fast-food joints to make sure they’re
not serving reindeer burgers.
In the spirit of the season—
whatever season that may be—I’d
like to offer a compromise to see us
through to the new year. Census
data
indicate
that
88%
of
Americans identify themselves as
Christians. These people all live
somewhere, meaning that a similar
percentage of residences are occupied by them.
If you’re concerned about putting "Christ back in Christmas," then
take Santa off the roof and the
Frosty off the front lawn and replace
them with a nativity scene. If anybody objects, the ACLU (yes, them)
will defend your right to display
what you wish on your own property. With 88% of houses featuring a
m a n g e r ,
n o b o d y
would have to
worry about
the
decorations at City
Hall.
On the other hand, if "Merry
Christmas" offends you, take a warm
bath. While doing so, reflect on the
fact that no matter how valid your
personal beliefs, they can’t undo
2,000 years of recorded history. My
desktop calendar labels December
25th as "Christmas Day." When
somebody drops the "C-bomb" on
you, understand that they’re only
wishing you a pleasant holiday and
really don’t give a damn about your
metaphysics.
Of course, people who get riled
up about nonsense like this are
unlikely to compromise. To quote
the late Jean Baudrillard, "there is
no Extreme Unction to absolve us of
foolishness…" Merry Christmas…>

The major faith-based activity at our family Christmas
party involves drinking
Aunt Patty’s special eggnog.

Now there’s a full-blown
screw-you-have-a-MerryChristmas effort afoot.
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FLORA

BY M.W. GUZY

RUSSELL

THE 88% SOLUTION

CASTLEMAN

SAYS...

Presbyterian
Church
at
2109
S.
Spring.
T
h
e
debate
has
d i v i d e d
neighbors and
been at hot
topic on the
neighborhood
e-mail discussion list. It
has
been
Concerned neighbors meet at local forum. Photo by Brian Werner.
argued
at
neighborhood
Whitson, Grants Manager for the St.
meetings and at the occupancy perLouis Mental Health Board (MHB).
mit hearing. Both the DBA and the
He said there have not been comresidents of Shaw now await the
plaints about the Center’s clients in
Board of Public Service’s ruling on
the past.
the permit, which will come after
The Rev. Bob Hagel, pastor of
the Board’s December 20th meeting
Tyler Place Church and a resident of
at the earliest.
the 3800 block of Russell, argued
"There’s been a great deal of conthat the Center’s work is especially
flict…[its been] almost like a civil
needed in light of cuts in social
war," said Darel Shelton, resident of
service funding by the state and fedthe 3800 block of Russell.
eral government.
Helen Minth, Executive Director
"Where are people supposed to
of DBA and the Empowerment
go for help?" said
Center, said she has
"Our neighreceived harassing
Those in support of Hagel.
bors aren’t just those
phone calls. Minth,
the permit believed who look and act
who is also a Shaw
that the complaints like us."
resident, said she
The Center also
was called a "niggerwere not based on maintained that their
lover" and asked
fact, but rather on a financial resources
questions such as,
them from
"why do you like
fear and stigma of prohibit
paying for a commerblack-meat
so
mental illness.
cial location.
much?" These calls
Numerous other
reflected a racist
factors prevented the two sides from
attitude that was not present at any
seeing eye-to-eye. Some opponents
of the public forums.
felt that the issue was rushed and
Though much of the debate was
that the Center did not take the
passionate, most of it was not negaappropriate steps to inform the comtive or harassing. In fact, the oppomunity. Others felt the Center was
nents almost universally stressed
dishonest about the possible negathat they supported the Center
tive effects.
itself, just not the proposed locaOn the other hand, those in suption.
port of the permit believed that
"I’m sympathetic to those who
many of the complaints were not
suffer…but I cannot imagine this on
based on fact, but rather on a fear
my doorstep," said Rochelle
and stigma of mental illness.
Delaroche, a resident of the 3800
Members of the DBA first went
block of Russell. At the occupancy
before the Shaw Neighborhood
permit hearing she presented 84 sigImprovement Assocation (SNIA)
natures of residents who oppose the
Board meeting of officers and block
permit.
captains on November 28th.
Opponents cited a number of
According to SNIA President Jenny
reasons for resisting the Center.
Gerstner, the board voted 14-3 to
Steve Conway, the Eighth Ward
recommend supporting the group’s
Alderman, argued that the volume
request at the general membership
of people and activity are not commeeting.
patible with the residential nature
Over a hunof
the
area.
dred
people
Others
were
GRAND
attended the genconcerned about
FORMER
eral meeting on
crime, especialLOCATION
December
5th.
ly against chilAfter a lengthy
dren.
debate,
SNIA
"What mothmembers voted
SPRING
er wants to buy
PROPOSED NEW
46 to 26 to
a home near a
LOCATION
oppose the perhomeless, menmit.
tally ill drop-in
A number of
center?" asked
Shaw residents
Judy Hunter, a
also attended the
resident of the
permit hearing
3600 block of
on December 8th,
Flora Place.
including Alderman Conway who
Still others worried about
spoke against the permit.
clients of the Center hanging
The DBA is funded mainly by a
around before and after hours.
grant from the MHB.
If the
Many felt that the Center would
Empowerment Center is not operahurt property values.
tional by the start of 2006, they will
Members of the DBA and those
likely lose the grant.
who supported the occupancy perAccording to Minth, the DBA is
mit responded in a number of difconsidering a number of different
ferent ways. They argued that the
options if the occupancy permit is
Center would actually contribute to
not granted. One possible option
the safety of the neighborhood by
would be to bring the case before a
providing services to the mentally
federal judge, claiming the Center is
ill who are already present.
not receiving reasonable accommo"Without the drop in center we will
dation required by the Americans
have more mentally ill people roamwith Disabilities Act. >
ing the streets," said Carter
Email: the_big_bw@yahoo.com
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THE FINAL WORD

FOLLOW THE LEADER
BY LUCAS HUDSON

A friend of mine recently called
with indignation and deep-seated
frustration in her voice. She proclaimed both the need for black
leaders to come out and support the
execution of Stanley "Tookie"
Williams and the wish to unders t a n d
w h y
s o m e
promin e n t
black figureheads
w o u l d
support
clemency
for a convicted
quadruple murderer who co-founded a notorious gang and refused to
admit his guilt. In all likelihood,
her frustration is representative of a
good many white Americans who,
especially in the divisive aftermath
of the O.J. Simpson trial, do not
understand the innate distrust and
suspicion of a legal system skewed
against the poor and struggle to
comprehend how men like Stanley

"Tookie" Williams can turn into a
symbol of sin and redemption, be it
misplaced or not. However, this is
not an article about the guilt or
innocence of Stanley Williams, or
an article about whether his deeds
in preventing gang violence were
enough to spare his life—it is about
the
dangers
of
assumption. Many
black people, do in
fact, think Stanley
Williams deserves
to die.
There is no
"black voice", no
black
"mother
brain" that transmits a singular
mode of thought
through the detection of melanin.
Obviously, because of a shared culture and shared experiences, certain points of view naturally reverberate through the black community, but this is often oversimplified
and overstated in the name of
drive-thru news that places a premium on sound bytes and controversy, instead of nuance and indepth analysis. There are many

descriptions typically referring to
white Americans that speak to their
particular political affiliations
There are soccer moms, suburbanites, hippies, red-staters, anarchists,
compassionate
conservatives,
celebrities, and the list goes on and
on. When it comes to AfricanAmericans, there’s pretty much only
"inner city" with a maybe a side
order of "Nation of Islam" or
"Baptists". The
term "Buppies"
sadly died off
with the eighties.
It’s as if
some Americans
don’t think there
are black conservatives and black
liberals, that there are black moderates and black radicals. Political
and social divisions within the
black community have always run
deep, but that fact always seems to
get lost.
Though not always adversarial,
there was Booker T. Washington and
W.E.B. Dubois, Malcolm X and Dr.
Martin Luther King, the Black
Panthers and the NAACP, and even
the vicious "Uncle Tom" characteri-

There is no "black
voice", no black "mother
brain" that transmits a
singular
mode
of
thought through the
detection of melanin.

zation of Joe Frazier by Muhammad
Ali. Recently, Bill Cosby caused a
firestorm of debate within the black
community for admonishing the
parenting skills and naming practices of the black economic underclass. So if there is no single voice,
why didn’t some black leaders
vocally support denial of
clemency?
The short
answer
is
there
just
aren’t black
"leaders" like there used to be. The
old model of one or two patriarchs
who represent the balance of the
black American viewpoint is woefully outdated. Jesse Jackson and Al
Sharpton do not represent black
America any more than Bill Cosby
does. The execution of Stanley
"Tookie" Williams was not an issue
that divided blacks and whites—it
was an issue that divided blacks just
as much as any other segment of the
population. >

The term "Buppies"
sadly died off with the
eighties.

If you want to have the final word, contact Lucas at lucas@archcitychronicle.com
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FOR RENT

CONGRATS

OFFICE SUITES AVAILABLE, 5106
Hampton. Second floor five office
suite,approx 800 sq ft, $1,100
month, utilties included. Lower
level three office suite, approx
860 sq ft, $650 per month, utilities included. Call 314 660-2732.

Happy Birthday to Kelly J. Bailey.
Or as I like to call her, Bernie.

FOR SALE
Guild S4CE acoustic/electric guitar. Plays/sounds like a buttery
dream. Hardshell case included.
$800 and worth every penny. Call
314-238-6586
50’s Era Vintage Lighting Fixtures
in perfect condition. Lots of styles
to choose from. Photos available
via email. To request pics, email
magpie63109@yahoo.com.
The classic book, The Little Prince,
with an inscription by Joanie
Lowenstein dated 4/18/02. Fine
shape, no pages missing. $35 or
best offer. daved@antkiller.com
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Welcome back to the Lou Pete.
We missed you. 5 down 1 to go.
Happy Birthday to the Z3. Emma,
Alex and Sam, we love you so
much! Happy 6th!!!
Happy Birthday Clark. May you
blessed with 100 more... and
some really nice gifts.

TO PLACE AN AD
Classified ad prices: 25 cents
per word for one issue, 20 cents
per word per issue for 2-3 issues
or 15 cents per word per issue
for 4 or more issues. Place your
classified ad by visiting our website or contact the Advertising
Manager Sunyatta Marshall 314629-5936 or sunyatta@archcitychronicle.com

Please contact
Sunyatta Marshall
for advertising rates
and availability in
the classified section
and throughout the
ACC

sunyatta@archcitychronicle.com

or 314-629-5936
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24th WARD CELEBRATIONS
Photos by Sarah Truckey
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(and many more photos too!)

